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ABSTRACT 

Cybercrime, Data loss, Identity theft, Intrusion systems, are all problems associated with modern day computing. In 

this paper, we will discuss a series of the most common pattern matching algorithms used in malicious code detection 

and digital forensics discussing some single pattern matching algorithms; we will introduce digital forensics, along 

with some of its potential applications and impact in a real world. Lastly, we will present some of the major 

applications of the digital forensics process, particularly in fighting cyber-crime, Identity theft and in the data recovery 

process. 
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1.0 Introduction 

 
The single pattern matching problem aims to find all occurrences of a given, non-empty keyword, into an input string, 

while later applications have extended the problem to finding multiple occurrences of a finite, non-empty set of 

keywords into an input string. Pattern matching applications are widely used in web search engines(where they are 

used to identify webpages of interest for the users), bioinformatics
[1]

( here, the authors discuss the ability to perform 

DNA analysis on GPU clusters, using a multiple pattern matching algorithm), Healthcare, Robotics, L.Dudal, 

proposed a heuristic that can reduce the number of comparisons by increasing the number of skips in the pattern 

matching problem 
[2]

 and intrusion detection systems (where they are for instance used in tracking down malicious 

network data packets, such as the approaches proposed by   Mansoor et al 
[3]

 and Hongke Z. et al
[4]

, or for enabling 

high-level architectures for pattern matching and implementing them on the GPU, as discussed by Chang-S.C. Lin et 

al 
[4]

; they are also widely used in antivirus engine implementations, such as the approach suggested in
 [6]

 or using 

GPU-accelerated approaches for performing virus signature matching, as shown in 
[7]

), with several other important 

applications in numerous fields of research. 

 

2.0  SOME PATTERN MATCHING ALGORITHMS 

According to Watson 
[12]

, the single pattern-matching problem can be defined as follows: given an alphabet (a finite 

sequence of characters) Σ and a text string S = Γ [0], Γ[1], ..., Γ[N-1] of length N, find a string pattern P = Λ[0], Λ [1], 

..., Λ [M-1] of length M, where Γ [i] ∈ Σ and Λ [j] ∈ Σ, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M and M ≤ N. The algorithms 

existing nowadays propose several approaches to efficiently Implementing and solving the pattern matching problem, 

aiming to improve the runtime performance while also decreasing storage space as much as possible. 

In this paper, we are going to present some of the most commonly used variants of single pattern matching algorithms, 

beginning with the brute-force approach and ending with the Knuth-Morris-Pratt 
[13]

 and Boyer-Moore 
[14]

,which are 

the most commonly used in implementation nowadays given their very good Performance. Most of the time, | Σ |= 
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256, to cover the entire ASCII alphabet, however some research, especially related to bioinformatics, uses smaller 

alphabet sizes. In the following, we denote by P[i] the character at position i in the string P. 

 

 

A B R A C A D A B R A 

 

A C A D 

 

Fig 2.0 sample Input String (S) and Pattern 

2.0.1 The Brute-Force Algorithm 

The brute force algorithm is the simplest (and the slowest) of existing variants of multiple pattern matching. It’s basic 

idea lies in comparing, starting with each character Γ [i] at position j (j ∈ {0, 1, ..., N − M − 1}) in the input string, up 

to the next M-1 characters, the characters in S with those in P. In case of a mismatch, the comparisons begin again, 

starting with the next position, at Γ [j+1]. The algorithm’s worst-case performance is O(M × (N-M-1)) (and matches 

O(N × M), according to 
[15]

), in the situation where all comparisons match, excepting the last character in P, while the 

best-case performance is O(N) (assuming that the only comparison being performed is the one at the first character in 

P). According to Cormen 
[15]

, the expected number of comparisons, or the average case performance, is linear and at 

most 2 × (N-M+1), which equals O(N). 

Figure 2.1 shows the list of comparisons performed by the brute-force algorithm for the example shown in 

Figure 2.0. The algorithm for performing a brute-force search is presented as follows: 

 

Input 

1: S, the input string (of length N) 

2: P, the pattern to look for (of length M) 

 

• Brute-Force Simple Pattern Matching 

 

1: for i ← 0 to N − 1 do 

2: match ← true 

3: for j ← 0 to M − 1 do 

4: if S[i+j] 6= P[j] then 

5: match ← false 

6: break 

7: end if 

8: end for 

9: if match = true then 

10: report match found at position i 

11: end if 

12: end for 

S 

P 
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Fig 2.1 Comparisons performed by the brute-force simple pattern matching algorithm. 

2.0.2 The Karp-Rabin Algorithm 

Karp and Rabin
[17]

 proposed a string matching solution by relying on hash computation. Hashes are mathematical 

functions that assign to each string their numerical value. Starting from the observation that if the two hashes of two 

strings are Equal, then the strings themselves are also equal, Karp and Rabin have built hashes for each of the 

successive substrings of the pattern. Given that the algorithm relies heavily on the efficient computation of the hash 

values, and that in certain situations, a certain hash function can produce the same output for two different string inputs 

(also called a hash collision, resulting in a possible mismatch which may be reported by the algorithm as a match), an 

efficient hash function is vital to the correct functional behavior of the approach. The algorithm uses Rabin’s 

fingerprinting technique . Broder, 
[20]

, discusses applications of Rabin’s fingerprinting method, and shows that a 

fingerprint is in fact similar to the hash computation of a larger input (similar to the MD5 hashes), and that there is a 

slight chance that collisions may appear whenever two hash values are identical, even though the fingerprints are 

different. 

 

The algorithm works by computing all possible hash values for the N-M+1 substrings of length M found in the input 

string of length N, and making use of these at run-time, when comparing hash values ensure that we can avoid 

multiple comparisons, such as those performed by the brute-force algorithm .The algorithm maintains a sliding 

window substring of length M over the input string, from left to right, that slides over the input and recomputes the 

hash value for the sliding window at each iteration. If the hash values of the keyword and of the sliding window are 

equal, we have a match, otherwise the sliding window slides one more character to the right. According to Leiserson 

C.E. et al 
[19]

, the worst-case run-time performance is O((N-M+1) × M) and matches that of the brute-force algorithm, 

while the expected run-time performance is O(N+M). A possible hashing function for a keyword w of length M (where 

|w[i]| represents the ASCII numerical code of the character at position i in w) is: 

 

             

 

 

 

 

 

where q is a large number (and usually prime). The sliding window concept ensures that for the input string S, the 

hashing value hash(S[i+1, ..., i+M]) is easily recomputed from hash(S[i, ..., i+M-1] and hash(S[i+M]), therefore we 

can express this as: 

 

hash(S[i+1, ..., i+M]) = recomputeHash(S[i], S[i+M], hash(S[i, ..., i+M-1])) 

 

which would determine: 

 

recomputeHash(a, b, d) = ((d − a × 2M−1) × 2 + b) mod q   
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. 

Whenever a hash collision occurs, a character-by-character comparison must be performed to ensure that there is a 

match in the input string. The algorithm for performing a Karp-Rabin search is shown below: 

Input: 

1: S, the input string 

2: P, the pattern to look for 

3: hash(S[0, ..., M-1]), the hash of the sliding window 

 

 The Karp-Rabin simple pattern matching algorithm 

1: i ← 0 

2: while i ≤ N −M + 1 do 

3: if hash(P) = hash(S[i, ..., i+M-1]) then 

4: report match found at position i 

5: end if 

6: hash(S [i+1, ..., i+M]) = recomputeHash(S[i], S[i+M], S[i, ..., i+M-1]) 

7: i ← i + 1 

8: end while 

 

N.B Other Algorithms that maybe of Concern in digital forensics are The Knuth-Morris-Pratt Algorithm & the Boyer-

Moore Algorithm. 

3.0 Applications in Digital Forensic Analysis 

Digital forensics, according to Reith et al. and Carrier et al, is part of the forensic science, a branch of science focused 

on the investigation of material found in digital devices, along with its potential recovery, and is often related to crime 

investigations, also called cyber-crime . The president of the United States, Barack Obama, had declared that the 

number of threats his country is dealing with “is one of the most serious economic and national security challenges we 

face as a nation”
[24]

. Verizon, the Dutch High Tech Crime Unit and the U.S. Secret Service had produced a report in 

2011, where they had stated that the amount of intrusions (hacking and malware combined) was at the highest level 

ever at that time. 

Palmer in
 [25]

 had described the first steps to performing work in digital forensics as being preservation, collection, 

validation and identification. The full abstract digital forensics model proposed by Palmer in the same paper defines as 

key components the following though: identification, preparation, approach strategy, preservation, collection, 

examination, analysis, presentation and returning evidence. 

 

3.0.1 Cyber-Crime Investigations 

One of the major applications of digital forensics is cyber-crime investigations, where clues that may be vital to a trial 

can be found and prosecutors may be offered the proof they need to motivate the charges. As pointed out by Nelson et 

al.
[26]

.
 
The evidence found as a result of the investigation can be inculpatory (the suspect is convicted of the charges) or 

exculpatory, meaning the suspect is being cleared of the charges (exculpatory). While most of the time it is sufficient 

to use software forensic tools for looking up pieces of information useful in the investigation process, sometimes it 

may be required to use state-of-the-art technology to retrieve lost or deleted data, with the costs starting from 

NGN300,000 and going up to NGN200,000 or even more. Some of the most common crimes involving computers 

include covert financial operations (e.g. money laundering from drug operations), human trafficking, electronic fraud, 

identity theft, etc. Whenever the evidence is deleted   by the suspect before being arrested, data forensic technologies 

help with its recovery and provide essential clues to the prosecution. 

 

3.0.2 Data Recovery 

 

A second major application of digital forensics is in the data recovery process. While computer forensics and data 

recovery are separated domains, according to Nelson et al. 
[26]

, the techniques in computer forensics can be 

successfully applied to help improve the data recovery process. Such a process might be necessary in order to recover 

important business-related data that had been accidentally or unintentionally lost, but may also be useful in the cyber-

crime investigation process when attempting to recover files or photos erased on purpose by potential criminals in 
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order to hide their traces. Data loss is affecting business of all sizes, but the financial losses are usually reaching their 

peak when we are discussing medium or enterprise-sized businesses. While data loss has a number of potential causes 

(e.g. hardware defect, faulty human intervention, mechanical error, etc.), the consequences can be of great importance 

to how the business is further conducted and sometimes can mean bankruptcy if the matter is not treated seriously. The 

financial aspects of data recovery are also worth mentioning, given that a typical recovery scenario costs from 

NGN80,000 per day, and can vary with the degree of damage to the data. In 2009, a study discussing the average non-

mechanical solid state disk (SSD) data recovery costs had estimated the amount of NGN178,985 per damaged SSD, 

with a timeframe to completion of about three weeks. A series of best approaches for data leakage protection is being 

discussed by Bunn et al
[27]

, where the authors discuss a series of steps required for protection, such as developing the 

incident response plan, establishing an emergency response team and testing the plan. They also discuss internal and 

external investigations and evaluate a series of products for performing the forensic analysis. 

 

4. Summary 

 
We have looked at some of the important single Pattern Matching algorithms and how they work; we have also looked 

at the applications in digital forensics. More work can be done in the area of Identity theft and Financial Forensics 

Using Brute force algorithm on a large dataset, to identify and mine patterns inherent in the data, thus deciphering who 

committed a crime, when the crime was committed, and the real Identity of the criminal.  
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